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You’re on Twitter but can’t keep up with the onslaught of incoming messages. You’re also not

sure how to extract value from this social media phenomenon—especially as a professional

tool.In Work Smarter with Twitter and HootSuite, social media expert Alexandra Samuel helps

you take Twitter to the next level by using the free tool HootSuite, which allows you to focus on

the people whose tweets matter to you and easily establish the relationships and presence you

want.This short, practical book shows you the most effective ways to use this popular system

to:• Focus on the people and relationships that are the most important to you professionally•

Set up your own “relationship dashboard” to track tweets that matter• Keep your incoming

Twitter stream free of clutter• Tweet the right messages at the right time—and even schedule

your tweets in advanceThis ebook also includes a 30-minute quick guide to setting up your

complete Twitter and HootSuite system for maximum ease of use.Interested in learning more

about how social media can help you get ahead of your daily work—and get ahead in your

career? Look for more in this series of short, digital books from Harvard Business Review

Press and social media expert Alexandra Samuel. Other installments provide the best tips and

tricks for using tools like Evernote, Twitter, HootSuite, and Gmail to get organized and improve

your performance on the job.

“This is the book on transformation we’ve been waiting for - a tried-and-tested, practical

methodology presented in an accessible and straightforward way. There are so many books on

transformation, but this is the first to provide a blueprint for success.” Kevin Cunnington, Digital

Envoy and Transformation Lead for UK Government Corporate Leader “This book demystifies

the complex art of transformation into digestible bites you can read on the tube or bus - a

compelling read!” Jamie Gannaway, Ex-Chief Operating Officer at HSBC Bank “Successful

transformation requires visionary leadership, creating a compelling cause and destination, but

it also demands an effective process and plan to make sure it happens: this book helps you

achieve both” Charles Vivian, Managing Director at North Highland Consulting Transformation

Leader --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorArif Harbott is a Chief

Technology Officer and digital leader widely renowned as a champion of enterprise

transformation. He specializes in organizations undergoing large-scale change, including

scaling start-ups, FTSE 100 companies and government entities. His experience has spanned

multiple industries, where he has managed extensive budgets c.$1bn+, P&L $900m+ and led

teams of 1,000+ people. Arif has been published widely in leading technology publications and

speaks regularly at industry conferences. Outside the office, Arif enjoys hanging out with his

wife, Heather, and their two boys, Noah and Ellis. In the little free time left, Arif loves to play

competitive tennis and snooker. Digital transformation executive Cuan Mulligan has led and

worked on some of the largest transformation programs in Europe over the last 15 years

across TMT, online retail, gambling, banking and government. A digital native with an

engineering background, he has held transformation leadership roles in successful large-scale

agile adoptions, organization design and digital transformations that have positively impacted

thousands of people. Cuan developed groundbreaking strategies for successful

implementations while running his own consultancy and working with Paypal, Bwin, McKinsey

Digital, Schroders and the UK Government’s Digital Service. When not helping organizations

bring about lasting change, Cuan enjoys spending time with his wife, Sonia; their two sons,



Antonio and Tiago. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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DominicoArtist, “good info in easy format. I got some great kernels of info and a few tricks I will

use right away.  Enjoyed it and I will be reading the Evernote one next”

Paula E. Kiger, “Bringing Focus to the Twitter Experience. I love Twitter and use it for

professional networking, personal entertainment/support, and informational needs (such as

weather alerts and local traffic advisories). Alexandra Samuel's book helped me understand

how to be a more focused and effective twitter user. This book struck an even balance between

approachability and technically specific talk. In discussing Twitter lists, for example, she

recommends transitioning from having someone on a list to actually following them "so that you

can build real relationships with them." On the more technical (to me, at least) front, Alexandra

Samuel provided easily understandable methods and strategies for posting and scheduling

tweets. In her words, "a Twitter feed that builds your reputation and relationships without

chaining you to your Twitter client 24/7" is possible, but it takes forethought. I really agreed with

the mini case study that was presented, discussing how a business saw a tweet regarding their

product that posed concerns about the product's origins in China. The business responded,

established a dialogue with the original tweeter, and proceeded to have a business relationship

with the organization. As someone who sees "negative" tweets mishandled by businesses and

individuals every day, I was happy to see the point made that Twitter can help problems be

resolved rapidly and can help repair situations that would fester in less real-time environments.

Lastly (and here is another example of the balance between the technical and the personal),

Alexandra Samuel discusses how one of her Twitter lists includes "lovable people I know

entirely online. This is a pure, gut-level feeling." As a Twitter user, I feel the same way. You can

tell a lot about a person in 140 characters. I am grateful to Alexandra Samuel for helping me

get even more out of a social network that has brought me a great deal of enjoyment and

knowledge.**Note: this book goes into detail about the use of the HootSuite Twitter client to

help organize the Twitter experience. I am not a current HootSuite user, so I focused this

review more on Twitter itself. I do believe this e-book would be helpful to a Tweeter who chose

to use HootSuite.”

Eden Spodek, “Excellent Twitter how-tos and tips. I thoroughly enjoyed reading "Work Smarter

with Twitter & HootSuite", the second in the "Word Smarter" series by Alexandra Samuel.

Although I've been using Twitter since early 2007 and HootSuite for several years, I found there

were lots of tips and tricks valuable to people at all experience levels, including how to get the

most out of HootSuite. But don't expect a tutorial on how to set up a Twitter account, learn how



to do that on you own first. Samuel is so forthcoming about sharing from her own experience

with the tools as well as that of other professionals. For anyone looking to manage a Twitter

account on behalf of their client, organization or their own business more efficiently, this is a

must-read. As Samuel says, "Voila! A nice healthy Twitter feed is yours, in two hours a week,"

and she gives step-by-step instructions on how you can make it so. Note: tools and apps

change and/or come and go quickly, some of them may not exist by the time you read this

eBook, regardless the overall insights still apply.

  

Work Smarter with Twitter and HootSuite”

J. Dening, “Insightful and thought provoking. There is much said around social networks

aggregator products like Hootsuite, much of it by ill informed people who share their opinion

because they can, not because they should. Ms Samuel patently does not fall into this

category. She writes both well, and relevantly, eschewing flashy wordsmithing for plan English,

detailing good, solid techniques for using social media. It's often the case that when you read a

social media manual, you feel informed and in touch with the big picture, but don't quite know

what 'to do next'. This is not the case here - it's a good read and an excellent textbook, giving

specific pieces of advice. I now have a list of actions that I am working through - just what I

wanted to get out of it.”

Paul Baker, “Timely, Useful and Entertaining. Alexandra Samuel has produced a very useful

guide to effective use of Twitter which goes well beyond a basic into to the platform. While I

have been using Twitter for several years and have worked out an approach that provides utility

to me, I wish that I had had a toolkit like this available when I started as it would have saved

me a lot of digging! I highly recommend Work Smarter with Twitter and HootSuite especially for

academics that might not otherwise be inlined to mess with Twitter out of a fear of "drinking

from the firehose".”

Johann Ebert, “Sehr gutes Buch über Twitter und HootSuite. Lesenswert für Anfänger und

Fortgeschrittene! Sehr guter Aufbau des Buches, klar und deutliche Insider Tipps! Für mich

eine absolute Leseempfehlung (insbesondere das eBook).”

The book by Alexandra Samuel has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 8 people have provided feedback.
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